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Results of 2012 web survey:  Swim Meet 
Operations 
 
The vast majority of responding teams arrange for lifeguards to be on duty 
during home meets: 
 

 
 
Electronic starter systems are now the most popular option, used by a 
majority of responding teams: 
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The number of teams using automated timing systems continues to grow: 
 

 
 
 
Of those teams using automated timing systems, almost all report being 
able to make seeding changes "on the fly" to combine sparse heats, handle 
substitutions, etc: 
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A substantial majority of responding teams use meet management 
software to seed and run meets, with Hy-Tek Meet Manager dominating: 
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Feedback on dual meet experiences: 

One pool we swam against had the volunteer coordinator for their team playing bossy pants to our volunteers. I 
expressed immediate concern to the opposing team TSA Rep and she did nothing about it. 

[Visiting] teams need to follow the home team's "pool management" rules, not their own rules. 

All meets went well. A little difficulty getting info from [team name redacted] before we went, but once we got there all 
went well. 

All of our meets were run very efficiently, although the weather didn't always cooperate. We swam very well run 
clubs, both home and away. We hope that the teams which we swam felt the same way. 

All required volunteer spots should be filled beforehand. At one meet, our team were filling 5 of the 6 place judge 
spots. [Team name redacted] was pulling visitors (from Minnesota and Boston) to fill spots and they had no idea what 
to do. 

All the teams that we competed against were great. Everyone showed excellent sportsmanship.  We didn't feel that 
we should have competed against [team name redacted] since they are so much bigger and definitely belonged in a 
higher division. Other than that, it was a great season. 

At our first meet both myself and the other TSA rep were new. It would have been better had that meet happened at 
the end of the season, when we both had a few meets under our belt. Other than the first meet, the rest ran 
smoothly. 

Because of year-round school, it would be a good idea to look for ways to make meets a little shorter. Limiting each 
swimmer to 3 total events is one idea. 

Been doing TSA too long or I'm just too laid back for the division we were in. Very picky, anal TSA reps at most 
meets. Geez, it's not the Olympics!   
 
Most odd situation this year: getting blasted by other team parent for not recognizing their senior(s) on OUR Senior 
Night. Wait...don't all teams have senior recognition at their last home meet - even if it isn't the last meet of the 
season? We have never recognized the other teams' seniors, only our own. An opposing team mom blasted me and 
our coach for not recognizing her daughter. How were we supposed to know anything about their seniors?! And, why 
would we take away from our seniors' recognition?! 

Event sheets should not be used by Clerk of Course to organize swimmers. Instead, verify that they match the heat 
sheet and give them to the recorder. 

From a place judging perspective, the starting block end at Kildaire Farms could use a bit more light. From a 
parent/swimmer perspective, the folks at Kildaire are all incredible.  

Great experience this season with the exception of our first meet versus [team name redacted]. There is no need to 
go into great detail on our experience as the interaction between [team names redacted] was elevated to the TSA 
president.  Suffice it to say that I was attacked by three persons whom identified themselves as TSA reps at the 
meet. Then, the "Team Manager" continued to harass me via email and phone calls for the remainder of the week. If 
at all possible, [team names redacted] should not be scheduled to swim against [each other] next season. 

Holding a meet on July 4th week is particularly problematic for teams that attend year-round school. We typically only 
have 50% of our team able to attend this meet. I highly recommend we not hold a dual meet the week of July 4 in the 
future. 

I do think if a pool has 8 lanes, why can't we change the point structure of the points to accommodate these 
instances? 

I had one team where the TSA rep was the volunteer coordinator, TSA rep, and coach who stood in the 5 foot buffer 
area in the entire meet after I asked her not to. 

I loved the hints for possible weather issues given by Cathy this year... nice refresher before meets where bad 
weather was on the way. Thanks Cathy. 

I think the 6&Us swimming only 15 yards is not very efficient for any of our swimmers. I understand they are young 
swimmers, but everyone in this age group should be capable to swim one 25 yard lap. These little ones swim more 
than a 15 yard lap at practice. I would think every child swims 25s during their practices by the end of season and it 
seems to be very time consuming to stop the meet to put the ropes and get the kid catchers. And, I have had a 6&U 
swim the last two seasons and think he would have had a much better experience swimming 25s. Also, the rope is 
very rarely measured to the correct distance. We swam against the same club two years in a row and they were at 
15 yards. This was unfortunate as it messed up our kids' times, especially for personal bests. Please, TSA, consider 
changing the 6&Us to a full 25 yard lap!! 
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I was prompted the question of kids swimming in the shallow end and parents kid catching. I fixed the problem and 
was still nagged the rest of the night by the [S&T] judge. 

I'd like to see a survey question related to experience running 6&U first. Would also like to see feedback on Dolphin 
system and how it affects meet flow. 

Issues came up, and were handled as best as possible to keep the meet going. 

It is very difficult to host a meet the week of July 4th. With so many families out of town it is very challenging to fill 
volunteer positions not to mention the large number of swimmers that are on vacation that week. The last two years 
we have had inclement weather during this meet which has resulted in many teams forfeiting rather than 
rescheduling. Perhaps we need to take a closer look at whether it is beneficial to swim during this holiday week. It is 
very frustrating to have to deal with stormy weather almost every Tuesday evening. Any possibility we could look at 
holding meets on Saturday morning? 

Love the snack bar and the people at Dutchman Downs, but the pool is too small to host a team of swimmers beyond 
a certain size. Dutchman is a GREAT set of folks and they run a very efficient meet with extremely fast starts that 
challenge the timers to keep up with. Even still, we didn't finish our meet there until around 11 this year (without any 
weather delays). With many kids in [year-round] school, this just seems excessive. 

Meets, while long, are an AMAZING example of efficient organization.  Sportsmanship is generally good - very often 
great, with the exception of some historically bad-blood relationships. 

Most of the situations can be worked through during the meet, but here are a few items to consider: 
 
1) False Starts being called by starter. 
2) Doing the development league swim before 6:00 so that it doesn't delay the meet. Or even shorten the warmup 
time of the team that wants to have their developmental kids swim. 
3) More of a complete understanding of the swim-up rules so that all teams are consistent. 

Most starters kept meets moving well. Most teams were very friendly and showed good sportsmanship. 
Our only issue was when the [team name redacted] coach wanted to put the kids in the water right after it thundered 
and threatened to make us forfeit if we chose not to. Fortunately, the TSA rep was more reasonable and agreed that 
the safety of the kids was a much higher priority than starting the meet. 

My favorite of all: during a meet we ran aggressive mains and heats.  We were swimming anything and everybody. 
The other team was beating us by over 150 points. They wanted us to stop swimming heats so we could finish the 
meet so they could leave and be home. Weather [was] not a factor. While we waited for their swimmers to complete 
their meets, why do we have to stop ours? They were even so desperate to stop the heats they asked the manager 
of our pool management company who was there if we would stop. She refused and referred their team to the two 
TSA reps. She told me after the meet was complete so I wouldn't throw her into the pool. 

No issues. Each meet was conducted effectively and all opposing teams had very good sportsmanship. All facilities 
met requirements. 

Okay, each pool is set up differently.  However, being a new team and trying to educate the kids on things like how 
clerk of course will be set up, it is hard when each pool is set up differently. 

Other TSA reps were very helpful considering I was first time rep. All meets ran well. Exception being a few weather 
related items that now, having experienced, will be a lesser issue at future meets. 

Our meets were good, and facilities met expectations. 

Overall good experience. Experience is key to success. 

Scheduling: I know it’s hard to schedule many teams for a meet but I was disappointed when the TSA put us against 
[team name redacted] on our first meet of the season. This is a veteran team.  We had no business going against 
them. While we did have under 70 swimmers they had over 120. 

Set the expectation that all teams use automated timing systems. At a minimum, when automated systems are used, 
they should become the primary source of information and that these would replace the manual stopwatch times and 
place judges (section 102.16).  (If a team has automated systems, stopwatches and place judges should be 
optional.)  Perhaps some small teams won't opt to get them due to the expense, but for larger teams these are 
essential and doing anything else makes the meets unnecessarily long. There are much better alternatives to 
stopwatches these days! 

Sportsmanship should be a key element of summer swim. We need to teach our kids to congratulate the child 
swimming next to them, win or lose. On the other hand, coaches should not be crying, throwing a fit and yelling at the 
opposing teams' volunteers and coaches when they lose. One TSA rep is acting for each meet. That TSA rep should 
only talk to the other rep instead of gathering a posse to gang up on someone. Clubs that act in this manner really 
take the fun away from summer swim team for coaches, volunteers and their swimmers. 
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Starters need to understand that there should not be delays ... just run the meet. No jokes, birthday songs, raffles, 
etc.  

Teams do not have similar philosophies on meet completion and how to be most inclusive as well as interpretation of 
TSA rules. This sometimes 
creates problems. 

There were several teams this year that I felt needed to be reprimanded but I can't "say anything" without feeling like 
the next time we swim them we will be treated badly. 

This year was nice as we swam teams that were close in size to us. That was helpful with efficiency as we have a 
four lane pool. All of the teams demonstrated good sportsmanship from the swimmers to all of the adults who were in 
attendance, it was quite nice. All facilities were nicely maintained. 

This year was very hard and actually disappointing. There were a few meets that the other teams were not kind and 
showed very unsportsmanlike conduct. From RULES interpretation with relays to swimming 6 and unders "normally" 
I felt that we were treated rudely because we DID NOT prefer to swim the 6 and under swimmers first. I actually had 
one TSA rep say "since you will not swim 6 and under swimmers first like we want we will not agree to swim mains 
only even if the weather is bad!" That specific team also allowed their lifeguards to let the swimmers back in the pool 
after 10 minutes after thunder since the lifeguards ran their pool and not the TSA. I feel that this is all getting out of 
hand and people should remember that these are examples that should not have occurred.   

Two of the pools we swam against were six lane pools with rounded curves. One pool we swam against had the 
blocks in backwards. 

Very good. 

We encountered more TSA reps and coaches that had the attitude of the "get out of here as fast as possible" 
mentality than I care to even think about. The season is short enough as it is without trying with all your might to let 
these kids, especially the heat swimmers, to swim every stroke they possibly can at as many meets as they possibly 
can. What I saw were the people that were involved heavily with swimming looking upon these summer league 
meets as inconvenient and insignificant. They certainly are not and if you feel that way, you are in the wrong place at 
the wrong time.  Most of these kids only swim in the summer time so they really want to swim all of it - every time. 
There needs to be an emphasis to promote heat swimming and not just win swimming. We saw coaches and TSA 
Reps so excited to hear thunder and "get out". It was sad. I was bullied into calling a meet after one clap of thunder 
by the TSA Rep (who was very nice up until that moment) telling me as I told her I might like to wait it out, "Well my 
coaches aren't going to stay and this is not even a questionable situation." I felt really stupid then and so I caved. The 
remainder of the evening was clear with no more thunder and it was 8:15. We had completed breast so it was official 
and it was not even an issue of who would win since they were whooping us. We didn't care - we wanted to swim. 

We had a great experience as an exhibition team overall. We enjoyed it, and more importantly, the kids had a blast. 
However, there were some sketchy instances as they relate to thunder.  At two of the 4 meets, we had to bring it to 
the hosting teams' attention that it had been thundering, and we met resistance to delaying the meet on both 
occasions. I understand people want to get through the meet, but the rules are clearly stated, and the kids' safety 
should trump all other concerns. 

We had a situation when a Stroke and Turn Judge threw his clipboard down and stormed out. Can we ask for a 
different S&T Judge from the opposing team? 

We had a very good year and swam against some great clubs. We had no bad experiences to mention. We felt that 
the teams were well organized and the meets ran smoothly, even when rain was a factor. 

We had numerous meets when the Stroke and Turn judges on both teams agreed not to throw the book at the 
competitors. They did and we did not. One time it was the difference between a win and loss. 

We had one meet that was excruciating because the starter/announcer viewed the mike as his personal opportunity 
for comedic stardom. It was a never-ending evening of listening to his chit chat with his friends, attempts at bad 
jokes, etc., all of which slowed down the meet significantly. Anything that could be done to reiterate with 
starters/announcers their obligation to use the mike judiciously would be appreciated, because I do not think I would 
be able to convince my team to return to that pool. 

We had one meet where the coach from the other team (who wasn't eligible to swim) jumped in during the free relay 
to try to cause our team to false start. They didn't have a 15-18 boys team. He swam the one leg. Although this was 
legal, I thought it was very poor sportsmanship. He actually told our boys he was trying to throw them off. 

We had one team that was very angry with me for not agreeing to go to first heats only at the beginning of the meet 
(with a clear blue sky). The weather report predicted bad weather and it was their preference to just default to first 
heats. As it was, we ended up swimming all heats in entire meet with one 30 minute weather delay. We finished by 
9:30. We need to remind TSA members that most swimmers are not first heat swimmers and should be able to 
participate if at all possible. 
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We had several snafus this year with exchanging meet data and seeding meets with other teams, especially when 
we were hosting the meet. In retrospect, this was caused partially by us not setting clear expectations up front on 
what deadlines existed and how to exchange data changes at the last minute. We have learned from the past two 
years and will hopefully handle this better next year. That said, there are folks in the TSA that have all this type of 
thing pretty well figured out. Great opportunity for broad knowledge sharing / training here I think - with respect to 
technical interfaces of software AND best practices of TSA reps swapping data. Bob G. has this figured out - much of 
what we have learned has been through interfacing with the team that he serves as head timer for. 

We had some good experiences and some bad ones. I don't think there is any way other than getting some good 
experiences under your belt to learn or have more scenarios and training for TSA Reps like the coaches and starters 
get. Some pool-side, "What to do if this happens" sort of situations to talk through or watch and listen to someone 
role-play it using options but sticking to the rules. I think everyone genuinely tries to have good sportsmanship for the 
most part but due to different experiences and interpretations of the rules, there is often ineffective communication 
because of the intensity of the moment. More things should be discussed or a form of some sort filled out before 
each meet so the TSA Reps can discuss how they like to handle certain things ahead of time. We did this more 
towards the end and even then ran into a bad situation - so nothing is perfect  I think TSA Rep positions changing 
often is a problem but inevitable. Therefore, maybe a situation manual could assist some new people transitioning in. 
There are certain things that come up time after time and could be scripted out. 

We had some issues interpreting the rules for heats and the running of the meet when there were weather related 
issues. When all said and done we do not agree with the current rules - at all.  They are not heat swimmer friendly 
and do not represent why our team swims summer league. We want to be able to get the meet in without having to 
return the next night if at all possible legally without taking the good out of the meet by having the meet completed all 
at once before being able to return to heat swimmers participating. This would mean, we would be able to return to 
the regularly scheduled meet after main event breast stroke and not have to swim all main events to the end wherein 
everyone mostly leaves and the excitement of the meet has ended thus disappointing the heat only swimmers and 
parents.   

We had wonderful sportsmanship for all of our meets. I do think that [team name redacted] needs to let teams know 
well in advance that there are no meaningful concessions and that there are no starting blocks. This was a surprise 
to our team so our kids were not prepared. 

We want to avoid swimming [team name redacted] next year. We need a break from them. Most of my people did not 
know what went down this year but just about everyone reminded me as they consoled me in the days afterwards 
that "They are a pain every year". "It's always something with them. Do we have to swim them every year?" I haven't 
been doing this for long but those that have been [on our] team for a while have seen a pattern. When we went to 
their pool last year my parents said they were told to move when they tried to sit in a shady spot and [opponents] 
were totally unprepared for our team as a whole.  There was no clerk of course set up or designated and when we 
did set it up their concessions line went right through our clerk of course all night.  They had one person actually 
cooking stuff for concessions and it took forever as well so the line was always in our way. I know this sounds petty 
but we do not like swimming them and my parents took the lead saying these things with not prompting from me. I 
just listened and was relieved I was not the only one that had a hard time with these people. I did mention last year's 
experience of concessions line and no clerk set up to [opponent's TSA Rep] even though they were coming to our 
pool this year just to maybe alert her so others wouldn't have the same bad experience. We left our parking lot open 
for all our visiting teams and always give them the shady side of the pool and set up an area for clerk so their people 
won't sit in the clerk area. There were other pools that did not set up a clerk for us and I had to move people that 
already had their stuff there so maybe other teams need to be reminded to set this up for other teams. It was always 
our own team members that we had to move so at least that was not offensive.  

Weather was terrible so hard to really assess this. We only swam 3 meets. 

Would like to suggest if a club wants to honor their seniors with a lengthy speech during the meet format that they 
might want to consider just recognizing the seniors at the meet and saving the list of accomplishments for their end of 
season banquet. With the possibility of weather and the length of the meet in general, taking 25-30 minutes to speak 
about 9-10 seniors from a large club won our reps several unhappy parents especially since we had swam main 
events first and were getting ready to start freestyle heats after the senior recognition. 
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What advice can you give to teams interested in purchasing an 
automated timing system and/or using meet management software? 

 
All automated - very little manual input during meet. 

Automated timing system saves a lot of time when compiling times and getting them posted quickly for swimmers to 
see how they did in the meet. We also don't have swimmers that miss getting their times recorded using meet 
manager and the Dolphin. Lastly their personal best time is displayed along with the time they swam at the meet so 
the kids can see if their times improved from week to week. 

Don't use WinSwim. 

During the season ask the hosting pools whether they want you to use your automatic timing systeam at their pool. 
They may not want you to if it slows the meet down. 

Evaluate carefully because 'on the fly' changes are difficult and experienced staff is helpful. 

Highly recommend Dolphin timing system. WinSwim is okay but a bit cumbersome. I think Hy-Tek [Meet Manager] 
may be easier but I am not 100% sure. 

If teams use a whistle or blow-horn, it would be nice if they would tell us so we could bring ours for them to use. 

Recommend using Hy-Tek Meet Manager with the Dolphin timing system for better integration. 

The Dolphin system has worked great for us. Hy-Tek [Meet Manager]  is very difficult to use. It would be nice to have 
a forum that addresses using [Meet Manager] with TSA and how to make changes on the fly, pre-seed, etc. 

TSA needs a system that is flexible and can handle last second changes. If a timing system is used then provisions 
should be made to time visiting team and provide team the data. It shouldn't provide an excuse to not provide timing 
data for visiting team because they weren't entered in the meet management software. 

Using Meet Manager and Team Manager makes running a meet more smoothly. I use it to seed our swimmers only 
and enter their times after so that we have records of their best times for the season. 

Very difficult to implement a system that can handle combining heats and "on the fly" changes. We still have to spend 
a significant amount of time reconciling the times (versus the lane timer sheets) after the meets. Overall, the system 
is better than manual time entry but requires a significant amount of work by parent volunteers. 

Very helpful! 

We feel the software is an absolutely essential tool and saves the Tech Manager and Head coach hours of work 
preparing line ups.  The Dolphin timing system is fantastic as well, saves tons of time at the meet and at home 
transferring personal best times for swimmers.  Only drawback on the timing system is that not everyone has one 
and in those cases it is back to basics. 

We had a visitor team bring the Dolphin system. While it does have benefits, the wires and place/space needed was 
inconvenient, and would [be] even worse for a smaller size pool and/or deck. 

We have a child with a cochlear implant. Having a good horn and light is greatly beneficial.  

We just purchased our timing system in 2011, and we have learned a lot of lessons in that time.   
 
If we were to do it all over again, I'd reach out to the TSA for guidance from anyone that had navigated those waters 
previously and who could provide assistance on what timing system to get to work best with what meet management 
software. I feel confident that many of the lessons we have learned and are still learning have been dealt with 
previously by another team and their volunteer crew.  
 
Also, I'd recommend to the team that at least 2 and hopefully 3 people become very familiar with how the systems 
interface because this is such a critical area it is important to have multiple people trained. 

We use Hy-Tek [Meet Manager] but tweak it to work for summer league and use the TSA system for seeding the 
meet not assigning heats and lanes to every swimmer but only main events. This was our first year using it and it 
worked great. We could quickly change the swimmers so we did not have a hard time during meets keeping it 
moving. My daughter figured out how to use it for the intended purposes of summer league. There may be one that is 
better for just summer league. I didn't really know what I was purchasing. 

Well worth the investment! 

While expensive, compared to WinSwim, which is free, it is helpful to have Hy-Tek [Meet Manager], which is used by 
both the Marlins of Raleigh and Wave, which run the post-season meets. No last-minute getting up to speed with a 
new piece of software! 

 


